
The Wealth Rebellion Academy ™

An 8-Week intimate private group program

January 23rd - March 17th 2023

Enroll Here

Further down you’ll find different pricing options as well if you’re looking to find out more details

This 8 week program is designed to break every rule you’ve learned about running
and scaling a business!

You will NOT be made to follow another persons (or my own) strategy that may or
may not work for your! You will NOT be made to sell super High or Super low prices!
Or anything of that nature

If you’re disappointed and dissatisfied with how society has taught you to trust that
other people know more about you and how to run YOUR business than you do,
then you’re in the right hands!

Read more about the Wealth Rebellion Academy ™ (WRA) below

WWW.ADINAKROLL.COM
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What’s IN the 8 week program

★ Private Facebook community - no more than 6 members

Smaller groups are a hugely powerful catalyst where you won’t just feel safe sharing
and learning together, but the size allows for genuine networking among peers.
From experience I have made some of my best friends in smaller groups like this
which has helped me insanely scale my business through a greater reach but they’ve
kept me sane when fears inevitably do kick in. Your business success is NOT lonely!
It’s build together with others! And I hope to offer this for you in this program!

★ 5 group coaching/hot seat calls + 2 group Belief workshops

This is where you’ll get direct coaching from myself where we’ll address what you’re
currently needing most help with.
Belief workshops are designed to help you understand where your subconscious
behaviors originate from and release them on a subconscious AND energetic level.
You’ll be guided all the way.
All calls are recorded, so if you can’t make it live you can leave your question and still get
an answer in the call

★ Weekly focus topics

These topics are designed to give you a Focus on what next step to take to achieve
your goal. These topics will promote radical responsibility and self reliance using
your unique Human Design + Mindset work + Strategy so you can stop doing what
your peers are doing and start BEING more of what you are and run and scale your
business in a way that actually works for you

★ Implementation time

Each week has enough time to help you implement your focus tasks. There is such a
thing as TOO many assignments! And frome xperience you don’t need to DO more
things, but often do less!
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★ Continous support throughout the program

You don’t have to wait to ask questions until each call, you can ask them in the
group (which is highly encouraged)

★ Accountability partners

Each of you will have a partner you’ll do exercises with assigned to you (you can opt
out of that if you like). I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again - loneliness kills
businesses and INCOME! There is no such thing as a ‘self made’ millionaire - every
is standing on the shoulders of someone else and had someone else’s help! THIS is a
small, yet vital. Part of this journey!

★ Doors to the FB group open 2 weeks prior to kick off

This will help you get to know everyone. You’ll have time to hang out, and I’ll kick off
the group in those two weeks before, this is also where I’ll be polling everyone on
the group call times to ensure the times are accessable for everyone. This is also
where you’ll set and announce your goals for the program which we’ll be using as a
benchmark for your progress! (don’t worry if you feel overwhelmedby goals, I’ll show
you how to set realistic goals. And NO, you do NOT need to want to set monetary
goals if you don’t want to)

Click here to Enroll
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Having spent 11+ years in sales and marketing there are usually 2 things
that almost always keep your income from rising…

….and it’s rarely a lack of sales and marketing skills/knowledge!

Most people assume that they need another course, are missing another nugget of wisdom
of things they’re NOT doing yet that stops their income from moving up. If you’ve made

money in the past (whether through your business or not) you know how to market and sell.

Having a job requires you to market yourself to another company to employ you.

Selling your offers requires you to understand how to market to your audience and sell to
them.

If you’ve done one or both in the past then your skill level is NOT the problem.

In The Wealth Rebellion Academy ™  the focus will be on two things in particular:

Your subconscious beliefs and thoughts

+

Your strategy as per YOUR design!

Most Courses + programs teach you systems and formulas you can follow which technically
aren’t wrong! But they don’t take into account YOUR capacity, your background, beliefs,

perspectives, knowledge, skills, time and more!

And that usually ends in you pointing the finger back at yourself thinking YOU’RE the
problem!

YOU’RE NOT!
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The strategies you’e being taught are simply and aren’t wrong. But just because
something is simple doesn’t mean it’s easy!

Think of loosing weight - the strategy for that is simple.

You expend more energy than you consume.

But it doesn’t take into account your time, capacity, what foods you can and cannot
eat, your willpower, your desires, your attachment to food, your relationship with

yourself and more.

We understand Humans have unique DNA - but we’re not taught how to function in a
unique and authentic way in society.

Well, I hope to be your (good) bad influence to break those rules!

In this program you will learn two crucial things you need to scale
your income:

➢ You will, yes, learn strategy you can execute practically. But it will be a
strategy that works for YOU based on YOUR unique design, abilities and
capacity! Not mine, not your peers, not Gary V’s - YOURS!

Using Human Design as a tool you’ll learn:

○ How your specific Human Design type best works
○ How you best make decisions and know what is correct for YOU using your

inner Human Design Authority
○ How to harness the power of your unique design to access creativity, energy

+ work smarter
(and possibly even more because as a 1st line profile I LOVE sharing my
knowledge extensively!)
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➢ And we’ll focus on the Beliefs and subconscious thoughts that impact your
actions by doing belief work

Ever wondered why the strategies you are given to market and sell are simple but
YOU can’t seem to make them work?
How you easily get the concept of them and understand their logic but the moment
you sit down to execute you just can’t come up with ideas, loose focus and/or you
might even get a physical illness like headaches?

That’s where belief work comes in!

Your brain has a very specific function - it wants you to survive! It just hasn’t come
into the 21st century yet. That’s what we’ll be doing and showing you in the program!
You’ll be able to do your own belief work and detect when you’re self sabotaging
your thoughts that are impacting your actions to growth!

Click here to Enroll
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Just a couple of things people have said

What had to say about the WRA (click the video or this text to view):Karin Gambaracci

What Photographer Emma Medina Castrejon has said about the WRA:

Before I started the WRA (Wealth Rebellion Academy) I could not figure out why I had so much
resistance and why nothing seemed to be working for me. I just deeply trusted Adina and her
talent as a coach.

I've taken and bought so many courses and programs and it all made sense except I didn't quite
know how to apply these things to myself and I was having
such a hard time taking action.

I have always understood that mindset and inner work
were important but it never clicked before the WRA
program.

The fact that the group calls are small and intimate helped
share in a more vulnerable way and Adina always gave me
the time I needed in the hot seats.

It's the first time for a program that I can say I've not
only made all the money it costs back within those 8 weeks, but I also increased my total
monthly earnings without working more hours.

I cannot recommend the program and Adina as a coach enough. I am signing back again! This
has been a wonderful journey."
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These are only a few examples of the kind of things
that are possible!

Pricing

There are two tiers available to you.

The Core Program and the upgrade to the core program. Both have payment plan options
available as well.

The Core Program Includes everything you’ve already read about.

The Upgraded Option Includes everything in the Core Program AND 3 private Belief
coaching sessions (ca 90 min each)  - these belief sessions are currently only available for
my private clients and you’ll be able to book these sessions via my private calendar.

There is an Early Bird singup bonus available for anyone who signs up before
December 30th 2022 which includes a complementary Human Design reading (which
usually costs 350$ standalone) as a thank you for signing up. This Bonus can be booked as
soon as the payment is processed and you don’t have to wait for the program to start.
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Here’s an overview of the pricing tiers and their payment plans:

PRICING Pay in
Full

2 month Payment
plan

3 month Payment
plan

Core Program 997$ 500$/month 366$/month

Upgrade (which includes 3 private
Belief coaching sessions which last ca
90 min each)

1.497$ 770$/month 533$/month

If you want to discuss any of the options above simply send me an email via
hello@adinakroll.com

Click here to Enroll
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FAQ

When will the calls take place?

In the two weeks prior to the official start I will put out a poll for call times where you can
vote for your preferred times. This is to ensure that people in different timezones can all
come together.

How many students will be in the group?

No more than 6 people total. I want to ensure that in our calls everyone gets a good
amount of personal hot seat coaching time

Is a group program right for me?

In my experience for the majority of people a group program as a first touchpoint with my
work is a great way to not only experience how I work but do it in a way that allows you to
see how others are also running and scaling their businesses!
Because I don’t teach a rigid formular or system you won’t be doing the same things as
your peers in the program!

Instead you’ll be learning and applying business strategy WITH my guidance and support in
line with your Human Design! Because everyone’s energy levels + capacity is different
creating a sustainable strategy has the highest potential for ROI ← which is exactly what we
want!

Since this program will be incredibly intimate you’ll really get to know your peers in the
process. I will guide you through everything and you’ll be growing together.

What if I need help and support outside of the call times?

The general hub for ALL communication is via the dedicated facebook group where you can
post as often and however many questions you like.

Can I upgrade AFTER I’ve already purchased the core experience?

Yes. Simply email me at hello@adinakroll.com
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What format are the calls in?

They’ll take place on Zoom and will be livestreamed in the private Facebook group so you
can rewatch them whenever you like.

I’m a startup and have not made any money in my business, is this program right for
me?

No this program is not right for you if you’re a total beginner.

I don’t know anything about Human Design, is that a problem?

Not at all. You don’t HAVE to know about HD at all, I use it as a tool to guide you, but most
of my clients prefer to understand their design and find it fascinating and insightful to hear
how they’re designed to operate in the world.
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